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NEWS FLASH! Libby has decided that she would like to get involved in other 
areas of the club and is stepping down as the newsletter editor!  Please take the time 
to thank Libby for her volunteering as editor!  I hope that another club member 
will be willing to take over as editor of the Scoop!  The first applicant that applies is 

Congrats to Matt Dutkiewicz  
 

On his sharp new arrival! 



The National Aerospace Library 
 

Balloon Fabrics  
The National Aerospace Library at 
Famborough holds and extensive 
early ballooning collection which 
probably one of the finest of its kind in 
the world. 
The origins of the collection can be 
traced to the Cuthbert Aeronautical 
Collection of John Cuthbert—who 
started collecting early aeronautica 
pre-1820’s and over time his collec-
tion was bought by J.E. Hodgson, a 
bibliophile and aviation historian who 
was the Royal Aeronautical Society’s 
Honorary Librarian during c. 1920’s-
1930’s, who added to the collection 
which was in 1948 purchased in its 
entirety by Sir Frederick Handley 
Page and presented to the Royal 
Aeronautical Society. 
On page 416 of his standard refer-
ence work on early ballooning in Brit-
ain, The History of Aeronautics in 
Great Britain [Oxford University 
Press. 1924], Hodgson records: 
The Collection consists mainly of con-
temporary engravings and drawings, 
a great quantity of cuttings and ex-
cerpts from newspapers and maga-
zines, and a large number of hand-
bills and posters of balloon ascents, 
together with fragments of notable 
balloons, there being throughout oc-
casional comments or corrective 
notes in Cuthbert’s handwriting.  His 
enthusiasm led to the acquisition 
(through Cavallo) [Tiberius Cavallo 

Author of History and Prac-
tice of Aerostation (1785)] 
of a small fragment of the 
‘Charlo-Montgolfiere’ in 
which Pilatre lost his life in 
1785, and its outran the 
enormity of an unabashed 
note to the effect that a di-
minutive piece of the bal-
loon in which Blanchard 
and Jeffries crossed the 
Channel [7 January 1785], 
was procured from the 
Town Hall at Calais by my-
self.” 
In addition the collection 
also includes fragments 
from the hot air balloon in 
which Pilatre de Rozier and 
the Marquis d’Arlandes 
made the world’s first aerial 
voyage on 21 November 
1783; Chevalier de Moret’s 
hot air balloon destroyed 
by fire at Chelsea, 10 Au-
gust 1784; Cocking’s para-
chute; Garnerin’s balloon c. 
1803-1804; Dean’s Rarefield Air Bal-
loon 1819; Graham Coronation Bal-
loon, 1824; J.W. Hoar’s Immense Hot 
Air Balloon “destroyed by the crowd, 
May 1838”, Mrs. Graham’s Gas Bal-
loon of August 1830 and from her 
wrecked balloon of 1851; samples of 
silk used in Charles Green’s Victoria 
and Nasau balloons, 1831-1837; 
Hohn Hamptons’ balloon, 1838; 
Comte de Lennox’s cylindrical airship 
‘The Eagle’ 1835 and fragments of 
contemporary printed chintz with intri-
cate ballooning designs among other 
artifacts and ephemera. 
A detailed conservation assessment 
of these surviving fabrics and other 
associated ballooning ephemera has 
been undertaken at the National 
Aerospace Library by Zenzie Tinker, 
Textile Conservation.  To ensure that 
these historic textile samples can be 
safely studied by current and future 
generations of researchers,  the col-
lection now needs to be stored in acid 
free card window mounts with hinged 
Melinex overlays (to allow them to be 
studied from both sides) housed 
within made-to-measure Solander 
boxes which require around 100 
hours of specialist staff time to docu-
ment, archaically conserve and mount (Continued on page 11) 

SOCIETY NEWS 

Above: de Rozier’s balloon on fire 

Cocking’s fatal parachute descent, 24 July 1783 

A Fragment of chintz balloon fabric 



PART III:   
Insurance AFTER a Claim 

(Customer, Agent & Company) 
by Beth Miller IMC Balloon Agency 

 

You’ve just received a letter from an attorney.  Yo u panic ! 
 

A passenger that flew with you almost two years ago is now claiming that she was injured while taking a hot air balloon ride with 
you and she is still suffering severe pain, she has incurred horrific medical, dental and psychological expenses, surgery is being 
contemplated, she lost time from her job, she needs vocational retraining, and her husband is claiming a loss of consortium. 
                                  

You notify your insurance agent – immediately – then arrange a conference with the insurance company’s Defense Attorney.  
Your new attorney asks if you use a Release of Liability Agreement ?  You show her your Release and she sends a copy to that 
other lawyer.  The litigation process begins:  

 Interrogatories to each party; 
 Depositions of: all the parties, witnesses, plaintiffs’ health care  

 providers, your medical examiners, and each party’s   
 Accident reconstruction expert witnesses;  

Mutual Production of Documents: accident reports, medical records,  
            employment records, weather reports, NTSB records, FAA records 
            photographs, witness statements, and etc; 
Extensive legal research;  
Many conferences and telephone conferences; and, 
Countless Court Hearings for: Status Conferences, Trial Setting Conferences, Mandatory Settlement Conferences; and court 
hearings that are continued for one reason or another. 

(Exerpt from Gary Bruce Eaton-CA Attorney) 

Customer:  
 

You have called and reported this situation to your insurance agent.  You are complying with requests from the company.  You 
have faxed and emailed the completed (required) Balloon Accident Report Form.  Even though you do not recall any injuries 
from that flight, you have supplied a copy of the Passenger Release and written Pre-Flight briefing that was signed by ‘said’ pas-
senger.  You breathe a sigh of relief when you review the forms that have become a habit of  flight, and find that all your other 
passengers & crew, acting as witnesses have also signed the written Passenger Briefing.  You quickly scan and email each form 
to your insurance agent.  Then you proceed to check the FAA regs…..  Now what??  You look around at your family and your 
‘things’….why YOU?                                                                                                                                                                 Agent:  
 

Call received.  Your agent asks you to relate your memories of this particular situation.  You thoroughly discuss what you re-
member with your agent.  Your agent is taking notes and asking questions along the way; what conversations did you have with 
this passenger; what happened before, during and after flight; etc.  Then your agent explains the ‘options’ for submitting this 
claim (ie: submit the claim-forms needed; do not submit the claim – possible exposure to your assets**;  premium increase if any 
payment made to claimant or defense; etc.).  **With a Liability situation, especially when there is an attorney involved, the choice 
of ‘not submitting’ the claim is normally not an option. If it is a ‘Hull’ or property damage claim, this may be an option. However, 
any money (or material) exchange in trying to settle your own claim is not reimbursed.** 
 

Your agent then explains the claim process:  the written claim report is submitted with a cover letter from the agent to the com-
pany with attached forms and documentation (copy of policy forms, logs, endorsements, police report, etc); a claim analyst from 
the company is assigned to handle your claim.                   Company:  
 

The company claim analyst will contact you to discuss the specifics of the claim.  This person will also contact the claimant, and 
will address legal implications – assigning a local adjuster and attorney, if necessary.  Depositions and other legal tools maybe 
required of you and the claimant – plus, witnesses. Both the company and the attorney may contact the agent with questions or 
with requests of further information.   
The company will not ask your opinion or advice on how to handle your claim.  Their job is to handle your claim in the most pro-
fessional manner with the most qualified professionals assigned to protect you (the customer) in the most expedient and eco-
nomical process.  In most cases, this does not mean settlement in a court-of-law by a jury, the risk and expense is normally pro-
hibitive.  The company will strive to do everything possible to protect the customer’s assets, rather than expose them to this risk. 
The company has an obligation to the customer under the insurance contract, plus an obligation to their company, reinsurance 
company and, lastly, to keep the (balloon) program viable.  
 

*What is the outcome??   
1)  If a settlement is agreed upon between the claimant’s attorney and the company, the claim is paid from the coverage limits 
(no deductible applies for Liability coverage, the deductible only applies to a Hull coverage loss). 
2)  If the claim goes to court and the insured is proven liable (negligent), the Judge typically rules on behalf of the claimant, hon-
oring the excessive monetary demands, which may possibly go beyond the coverage limits to access the insured’s assets. 
3)  If  the claimant seeks an attorney, and as a part of the ‘discovery’ process,  this attorney contacts the company for documen-
tation.  The company (under the law) will supply a copy of the signed Passenger Waiver and (possibly) the signed written Pre-
Flight Briefing.  Typically, at that point, the claimant’s attorney usually will not want to ‘challenge’ either of these documents in a 
court-of-law and is ‘out the door before it can slam behind him!   
 

**Please note:  This is only an example of the basic claim process with IMC.  This process may have many different deviations 
based on the individual aspects of each claim, claimant, attorney, court-of law, etc.  Please contact your insurance company if 
not with IMC and inquire about their claim process.  



SAFETY VERSUS COMMAND 
By 

Gordon Schwontkowski 
 

Ready, fire, aim! Crew often hear the terms “safety” and “command,” but few truly know exactly what these mean or 
how great a role they play in creating both. It’s essential every crew chief know the difference between the two as 
well as the many hands-on ways it takes to promote both. A little reflection here will pay huge dividends by painting 
the big picture and even get us closer to both targets faster. 
The FAA defines “command” as a pilot’s final authority and responsibility for the operation and safety of the aircraft 
and flight. Sounds official and final, but there’s much more to it. This legal definition loses some of its clarity when ap-
plied to balloons. Crew-less flights are truly rare, often lack the essential safety redundancy provides, and could eas-
ily be considered negligent or reckless in commercial ventures. No other class of aircraft relies on uncertified crew of 
volunteers for assembly, ground handling, launching, landing assistance, and disassembly. A pilot is legally responsi-
ble for actions – effective, ineffective, or even inactions – of others. Those others include trained crew as well as un-
trained bystanders pressed into service on the spot. Mishandling a crown/drop line or mismanaging “weight on” can 
complicate “command” 
and lead to FAA and civil ac-
tions against a pilot. Worst 
of all, what’s le- gal isn’t al-
ways safe and vice versa. 
Pilots often vio- late mini-
mum safe alti- tudes to 
make ap- proaches 
for landings, while using 
a tie-off is not required by 
any regulatory or industry 
publication.   
“Safety” is – well, here’s 
the thing. Sadly, there’s 
more clarity and definition on 
competition rules than 
safety protocol, and most of 
that goes to pi- lots for 
launching. Safety is a 
pilot responsibil- ity but pre-
cedes com- mand (a pi-
lot must first show mini-
mal skill before being certi-
fied) and at time even supersedes it. There’s no consensus or even working definition of the term among the FAA, 
flight instructors, designated examiners, manufacturers, or insurance providers – those we’ve vested with this noble 
task. We know exactly what less-than-safe looks like: weather/wind lead to trouble, power line strikes cause most fa-
talities, passengers get hurt most often, accidents occur mostly on landing, etc. We just don’t yet have quite the right 
vision or game plan for staying out of trouble. 
Both terms have large gray areas and overlap. Legally, ballooning is an individual event. Operationally – and to be 
safe – it’s a team effort. Pilot and crew conduct must reflect both realities. Rather than rewrite federal code or push 
for crew certification, defining and promoting safety might prove most useful. Many working definitions, though, lack 
in various ways. Simply not having an accident is impossibly vague and offers no prescriptions. Bringing everyone 
and everything home intact doesn’t work either; what pilot or insurance agent wouldn’t sacrifice a tether rope or enve-
lope to keep a passenger alive and well? No current definition seems to prevent or minimize accidents.  
A working definition which has served well for many pilots and crew is this: 

SAFETY is the consistent and systematic prevention, avoidance,  
and management of all flight-related risks of any nature. 

That includes crowd control, watching weather for changes, pulling a red line on squirrelly inflations when your pilot’s 
at the load ring, shutting down a fuel system in the event of a leak or small fire, checking out landing sites for your pi-
lot, handling a drop line, or managing a power line strike scene while everyone onboard remains in the basket. A pilot 
may be responsible for these tasks, but the responsibility for carrying them out successfully may go to crew. No one 
is asking pilots to relinquish their command to crew or encourage back-seat micro-management; rather we all must 
admit that crew offer redundancy to the only balloon component that has none: the pilot. And no one argues the 

(Continued on page 6) 

Can you identify this Cracker Jack Crew? 



(Continued from page 5) 

safety value of redundancy!  Besides outnumbering pilots 2 or 4:1, crew clearly become players and factors in the safety 
equation for a simpler reason: no one vested with ballooning’s safety is on hand for each of your flights. They only get 
involved before or after things go wrong, often much sooner or later, and offer no immediate remedy when trouble’s at 
hand. Who else knows your pilot’s routines, equipment, local conditions, and flying area better than you do and is on 
hand to catch things and interrupt events before they become accident chains and NTSB reports? While command must 
reside with the pilot, safety is much bigger and must truly become everyone’s business.  
Here’s why. Stuff happens in ballooning, even when you’re not flying. The best time to prevent an accident is before it 
happens. The pain of discipline – paying attention and directing events, not simply reacting – is minimal compared to the 
pain of regret. Everyone around or in your basket is someone’s spouse, sibling, best friend, or colleague. Imagine how 
you’d feel if someone close to you was injured and you later learned someone else – beyond the pilot – could have pre-
vented that. Even if your pilot does everything possible and legally, handling a crown line more effectively or being there 
on landing to add weight often means the difference between safety and anything less. You would expect nothing less in 
return for those close to you.  The other reason is strictly bottom line. Safety is cheap compared to the alternative. Inci-
dents, accidents, and injuries are truly expensive. Doing things right the first time is truly cheaper in the long run. Con-
sider the price tags on some common mishaps. Burned throat fabric from a mishandled crown line can cost a scrubbed 
flight ($300-1000 passenger revenue), a $2-400 repair, and lost time and travel costs. A hard landing with passenger in-
jury may cost only a few hundred in medical expenses but also that nagging feeling your pilot gets for weeks hoping that 
ankle heals nicely and no lawsuits follow. A power line strike or fatality can easily cost 6-7 figures in injuries, compensa-

tion, claims, damages, and legal defenses not to mention how 
it’ll change your pilot’s view on flying. While these aren’t highly 
common, none are that uncommon, and it only has to happen 
once to you or someone you know to become very real and 
painful. And whether you see it or not, there’s a ripple effect 
throughout ballooning after every accident. Even if you only 
sport fly, there’s never a cheap mishap or a good time for one. 
None of this is theoretical. Nothing is deadlier to pilots and 
passengers or more devastating to crew than a power line 
strike. A simple crew precaution of radioing your pilot anytime 
your balloon is below 100’ with line locations can prevent hit-
ting wires. Forget the cell phone; any pilot would prefer hear-
ing a short message versus fumbling to answer a phone while 
flying low. Just make the call – short and sweet (“power east 
of the road”) - but don’t expect a reply. It’s not required by the 
FAA (the call isn’t, but redundancy in every balloon compo-
nent is). It’s not required to get a pilot’s certificate. Most pilots 
won’t ever expect it, but you’d be surprised how many get sur-
prised by hidden lines. It doesn’t challenge or relinquish com-
mand. It’s just plain safe, and it’s really that simple.  
Safety is all about risk management, tolerance, and mitiga-
tion. Safety is truly in the details, and crew often end up with 
those details and tasks in their hands or catch those subtle 
cues that precede mishaps. Before your next flight or flying 
season, sit down with your pilot and other crew to review 
some safety procedures and who does exactly what under 
what conditions. Some training might be required as well. If 
you see mist or rain on your windshield, radio your pilot. Learn 
when or how to pull a red line of your pilot’s at the parachute 
and the inflation gets out of hand (and when to let go if things 
get truly out of hand). Practice weight-on landings and drop 
line handling during a calm-wind tether. Get that first-aid train-
ing you’ve been putting off; spectators have saved balloonists’ 

lives when crew didn’t know CPR. Imagine how you’d feel if that was your pilot and you didn’t have the skills, then imag-
ine yourself the person who knew how and acted. Which person do you want to be?  Nickel-and-diming yourself when it 
comes to safety usually means you’ll be quartered later – both literally and figuratively. Safety takes many more forms 
than command does and results from what crew do, don’t do, know, and don’t know. Plan for safety on every flight rather 
than take a let’s-see-what-happens attitude. Invest some of your time before you get wrapped up in another flying sea-
son to master the specific techniques you’ll need to prevent, avoid, and manage all flight-related risks of any nature for 
the kind of flying you do. 

Guinness is good for you! 



Art Laiberte Crew Award 
 

By Robert Zirpolo 
 

In 1985 when I was flying 100+ hours a year, we did a lot of afternoon flights in and around the Southington/Farmington area.  
During theses flights we would be chased down by “Regulars”; people who lived in the area and would chase us down often just to 
help pack up and get in on the action. After awhile you recognized familiar faces and to this day I still run into some of them, some-
times only once a year but they’re still out there.  Some were in their twenties back then and now show up with their kids.    Two of 
these people were a couple in their late 60’s, Art and Evelyn Laliberte who lived in Prospect.  Art was a retired electrician and a mem-
ber of the Prospect Volunteer Fire Department and his wife Evelyn.  After one particular landing Art asked where we launched from 
and if we ever needed help on the front side.   We gave him the location of some of the launch sites and he and Evelyn just started 
showing up without ever really knowing if we would be there.  They always insisted on driving their own vehicle as opposed to riding 
in the truck.  Eventually they became regular crewmembers and when I invited he and Evelyn for a flight she had one request; that 
she could drive the chase vehicle on the way back from the landing site because she was prone to car sickness if she wasn’t in the 
drivers seat.  
 

Art was somewhat of a cut up and would regularly be at the landing site before the balloon and to entertain passengers would lie on 
the ground, arms and legs outstretched like an X with a five dollar bill in his teeth betting me I couldn’t land there.  I never landed on 
him but he had to roll away more that once.   On one landing when he wasn’t lying on the ground, we came down a bit hard verti-
cally and rebounded about ten feet in the air.  

When I looked across the bas-
ket there was Art holding onto 
the burner supports on the 
outside of the basket with his 
feet dangling.   Needless to say 
Evelyn “convinced” him to 
N E VE R  DO  T H AT 
AGAIN!!!  He was always 
great entertainment and was 
always a great help loosening 
up people who were nervous 
for their first flight.  
 

Art ended up being part of an 
epic flight at the age of  72 one 
fresh March morning when 
Matt Dutkiewicz and I 
launched from Sage Park in 
Berlin.  Art was flying with 
Matt and George York was 
flying with me.  Jim Chubbuck 
was part of the chase crew as 
well as Evelyn, driving of 
course and possibly, Steve and 

Judy Ushchak chasing Matt.  Our track was to the Southeast at maybe 5 knots and by the time we got to the Middletown/Durham 
area the wind picked up to around 10 knots  No problem, we were professionals…riiight?!   I could bore you with all the details of 
the flight but let’s just say that the wind got weird rapidly and we landed an hour later at high speed (20+kts) within very close prox-
imity to Long Island Sound in Clinton.  My landing site was a small field of 6 inch sapplings and Matt and Art’s was a scrubby area of 
15-20 foot tall brush and trees on the south side of Rte 1 belonging to the Clinton Nursery.   By the time we extricated ourselves 
from our spot and got to Matt’s landing site the Clinton FD had three big fire trucks with all the implements of destruction that you 
could imagine; and had cleared a path 15 feet wide and maybe 30 feet long right up to the basket.  Of course there was some Fireman 
brotherhood talking between Art, Jim Chubbuck and the volunteers as they said they hadn’t had a chance to use some of this equip-
ment in years.  The owner of the nursery didn’t even mind that they cut the field up as there was nothing growing there that was 
worth anything.  Remember, Art was 72 years old and the landing was not a picture perfect standup, more like a Russian space cap-
sule parachuting back to earth, but he thought it was the best thing since sliced bread.   
 

Art and Evelyn continued to crew for me and anyone else that needed help for several years, participated in several balloon rallies 
and assisted several pilots taking their first check ride.  Art’s health started failing in the mid 90’s and he passed on not long after.  
Evelyn continued to crew but much less frequently.  She died in 2008 of colon cancer. 
 

The spirit of this crew award is to those who volunteer their time and energy to have fun, meet like minded people, make a pilots job 
more pleasurable and less stressful by knowing what to do on the ground to keep things safe and not get killed doing it,.  .  It is for 
this reason that this award is named after Art.   Considering that Art and Evelyn were a team I think we should change the name of 
this award to the Art and Evelyn Laiberte Crew Award. 
 

So whaddayou think?  RZ  

Is this crew deserving of a CLAS award……..? 



FOR SALE: HOT AIR BALLOON AND CUSTOMIZED TRAILER  
 
1987 Aerostar RX-7, N6495Z 
Gondola, 77,000 cu.ft. Envelope, Dual Burners, Honda 30” inflation fan 
Accessories/ Two 15-gallon insulated propane tanks w/heaters, Ball instru-
ments. Condition: Excellent. 
Extremely low total time in service: 116.7 hours. Always stored indoors.  
Not flown since June 25, 2000. Not unpacked since last Annual on May 7, 
2005.   Never used for commercial purposes. 
 

Wells Cargo SW-8N Trailer, new June 24, 1997. 
Interior custom fitted for Envelope, Gondola, Tools, etc. 
Optimized for quick unload/setup – pack up/loading of balloon. 
Condition: Excellent. 
Aerodynamic nosecone, roof platform and ladder, drop-down rear door, 
right-side door, electric brakes, retractable jack stands, retractable front 
wheel, other neat features. 
Very low mileage, Location: Santa Fe, New Mexico 
Asking $8000.00 USD 
Contact Bob Bernard 203 227-9615.   

CLAS Educational Series 
Tether Demonstration 

 June 4, 2011  
at 

Whelan Farms Airport 
Marsha Neal Treacy  
Biographical Background  
Marsha and Randy Treacy own and operate AeroSports, Inc., a Statesville, NC based 
marketing company that provides clients with strategic sponsorship planning and exe-
cution of aerial advertising programs.  
Marsha is a world champion gas balloon pilot, an award winning commercial hot air 
balloon pilot and a certified flight instructor. Randy is director of operations.  
Over the years Marsha has flown balloons 26 of the 50 states, including Hawaii and participated in numerous hot 
air balloon festivals across the country. In 1996 she performed a trans-Canada tour flying the Bugle Boy special 
shaped balloon, has flown in Mexico as well as many European countries. In 1993 and 1995 Marsha, as pilot of 
the Cadillac hot air balloon, was a guest of the Forbes family at their balloon festival held at Chateau de Balleroy, 
Normandy, and France. Her company managed programs for General Motors Corporation from 1985-1998.  
From 1992-1997 she served as Southeast Regional Director for the Balloon Federation of America (BFA) Board of 
Directors, three of those years as Vice President. She has also served on the Gas Balloon Division Board of Direc-
tors and acted as the National Aeronautic Association liaison for the BFA from 1994-1997. Marsha received the 
BFA President’s award at the Albuquerque Balloon Fiesta in 1997 for her service to the organization.  
She has competed in three gas balloon world championships, one Coup de Gordon Bennett, and the America’s 
Challenge. In 1997 Marsha was a test pilot for the Virgin Global Challenger project doing test flights from Stead Air 
Force Base in Reno, NV. In November of 1999, Marsha flew as co-pilot with pilot Shane Robinson and competed 
in the REMAX Cup National Gas Balloon Challenge. Launching from Denver, CO the team placed fourth in the 
race for distance, landing in Randolf Center, VT after three days and three nights in the air. Time and distance 
logged was 64 hours and 1660 miles.  
Recent corporate balloon programs for Marsha and Randy include working for the NFL flying two balloons at Su-
per Bowl XLII in Phoenix, AZ, and again at Super Bowl XLV in North Texas. Another recent project for Warner 
Home Video included a 12- city tour with the 70th Anniversary Wizard of OZ Hot Air Balloon, and regionally they 
fly for the Carolinas Ford Dealers.  
Marsha and Randy’s daughter Margaret currently a senior at the University of North Carolina at Asheville and is 
majoring in business management and economics.  
 

Please contact Mick Murphy if you plan on attending ! info@aerblarney.com  or 203-910-4955 



AROUND THE WORLD IN 40 YEARS 
Phil Dunnington 

A 
lmost exactly 40 years ago (10 April 1971) I stepped nervously into the basket of a balloon flown by Don Cameron – actu-
ally, stepped is a poor description as in fact I fell head-first into the basket as we did a running inflation ( in the days be-
fore quick-releases) in 10kt wind at Woburn Abbey, the ancestral home of the Dukes of Bedford. The experience changed 
the course of my personal and professional life. 

As I write this I am on the island of Sri Lanka (formerly Ceylon) in the Indian Ocean flying as part of a filming series for German & 
French TV. It is not the first time I have flown in this delightful  - but until recently war-torn – Buddhist paradise, but it represents a 
typical example of the 102 countries in which I have so far made a free-flight in a balloon. From Albania to Zimbabwe I have flown a 
mixture of occasions sponsored by British Airways, fiestas organised by local enthusiasts, or merely driving (as is possible in Europe) 
to somewhere like Moldova or Bosnia and flying my personal balloon. 
The challenges of ballooning in far-flung parts of the world range from geography (as in islands such as Fiji & Antigua) to politics in 
Burma & Libya. The normally simple process of sourcing fuel (propane, butane, or LPG) and obtaining permission from a myriad of 
authorities including the military and police can take weeks and months. Changes of government can destroy the best prepared expe-
ditions as I discovered in Kosovo where the KFOR authority passed from the UK to Italy only two days before our arrival resulting 
in the withdrawal of flight permission.  Of course flying in ‘simple’ places within the European Union has its own challenges. Weather 
is notoriously fickle and air traffic busier than in most of the rest of the world. A mass flight of 50 balloons from England to France 
across the 21 miles of the English Channel has now been on standby for over six months because the critical wind speed and direc-
tion for a safe crossing of this cold stretch of water 
gives only a few degrees of variation and must be 
at least 15kt. 
One balloon event in the far north of Norway in-
volved taking off in Arctic Finland and crossing 
(unofficially) a small section of Russian territory 
before a landing in deep snow near Norway’s fro-
zen coastline. In Bhutan, the tiny mountain king-
dom in the Himalayas, flights could only be made 
in the deep valleys in case we were swept into 
China only a few miles to the north, whilst on an 
expedition to Georgia (not the US state!) we made 
two spectacular journeys along the Caucasus foot-
hills only a short distance from the civil war of 
Chechnya. 
Before the collapse of the old USSR there was a 
flurry of balloon expeditions encouraged by Gor-
bachev’s ‘perestroika’ and ‘glasnost’. The first, in 
what would later become EU member-state 
Lithuania, involved trucking a dozen , mainly Brit-
ish, balloons to Vilnius. Cameron Balloons US 
founder Tucker Comstock was amongst those who shared this privilege. There, from a vast auditorium constructed to house musical 
& sporting events, we flew across the city’s mixture of neo-classical & Stalinist architecture to land wherever we chose. On one flight, 
pursued by an eight-wheel army truck as our retrieve, I landed considerately, I thought, on the weed patch adjacent to a small cottage. 
I had avoided the endless co-operative wheat crop (though the army truck followed without regard in a straight line through it!). The 
old ‘baboushka’ who came raving from the wooden house shook her fist at me. The ‘weeds’ I had chosen to land on were here hard-
grown personal plot of dandelion salad.  
A year later in Leningrad (before it reverted to the more elegant ‘ St Petersburg’) I met the last Soviet mayor of the city and gained his 
authority for a party of ‘Western’ balloons to fly from historic sites around the city such as the palaces of Tsarskoe Selo and Petrod-
vorets. Driving from UK to Russia via Denmark, Sweden and Finland had been an adventure in itself, but the climax came with a 
take-off from the embankment of the River Neva right next to the battleship ‘Aurora’ which had fired the first shot in the 1917 revo-
lution. I flew at head height across towards the Hermitage  and small motor boats with naval recruits aboard in historic pom-pom hats 
and tunics served vodka shots which we hoisted aboard as we drifted by. 
Recently my wife Allie (also a commercial balloon pilot) and I took our ‘hopper’ single-seater  31, to southern Africa. We got Cam-
eron balloons to split the envelope horizontally at the equator so each section, in lightweight nylon, would weigh less than 32kg which 
is the worldwide limit on checked baggage these days. We wanted it fully certificated as many countries will not accept ‘Experimental’ 
status. Arriving through South African Customs with all the constituent parts on a baggage cart was quite a sight. Hiring an RV we 
loaded all aboard and set off for the kingdoms of Lesotho and Swaziland which lie surrounded by South Africa itself. Sleeping amid 
the stench of gasoline from the inflator fan and the propane was a trial, but we passed the border into Lesotho without a hitch and 
got ourselves airborne and back to South Africa in time for breakfast. A few days later we repeated the exercise in a tourist resort hid-
den in a lush valley near the capital Mbabane. Staying well outside airspace in both countries our flights were ‘unofficial’ in an area 
where bureaucracy (and corruption) can prevent most legitimate activities. 
 

Libya Phil’s 100th Country 



THE PIONEER DAYS  OF   
HOT AIR BALLOONING  

A Story of Friendship  
By  

Thomas H. Smith 
 

May 19, 2001 
 

7:30 PM 
Plainville CT Police 

 Department Conference Room 
19 Neal Court, Plainville, CT 06062 

(directly behind the Municipal Building) 
 

Is about modern day propane fired hot air ballooning. It touches on 
the subjects of early equipment, technology, ceremonies, rallies and 
identifies many of the people who flew in and around the northeast-
ern part of the United States from the 1960s into the 1980s. It also 
includes some of the author's autobiographical memoirs of his per-
sonal events and experiences.  
About the Author, he began flying hot air balloons in the early 1970s, 
less than a decade after they became commercially available. For over 35 years he has maintained a 

significant involvement in flying, teaching, promoting and 
organizing balloon activities. He is deeply involved with the 
history of modern day hot air ballooning and was the chief 
organizer of the 2002 North East Pioneer Aeronauts reun-
ion for anyone who was involved in regional ballooning 
during the 1960s and 1970s .  ‘ 

 
Books will be available for purchase at the May 19,  
meeting and Tom will be happy to sign a copy too!  

The CLAS Flight Manual  

The manual is a resource for CLAS members and visiting pilots which records sensitive and landing-prohibited 

areas around the state.  It is an area that CLAS has tried many times to keep current and be able to provide vi-

tal information about sensitive areas to continue our excellent landowner relations.  The manual is available to-

day on-line on the CLAS website but its time once again to update   

Jim Regan has volunteered to take over updating all of the CT PZ’s.   

Please take this time to review any PZ’s that you know of today and ones that may no longer be ac-

tive and provide Jim with the information via e-mail at ctballooning@sbcglobal.net 

The first step is the collecting of all this information.   GEBA is currently working on the same project for their 

flying area and once we have our updated information of PZ’s zones we can then work with GEBA for support to 

create a downloadable file for GPS and PDF.  As we get updates we will also feature a PZ a month in the Scoop! 

A special thanks to Jim for volunteering to update the CLAS Flight Manual! 

Don’t forget to hand out CLAS Landowner Cards!!!!!!!!!.    



2011 CLAS Schedule of Events  
Last Updated 3/2513  

May 5/7/2011 Bill Meadows will present 
hands on demonstration of 
the perfect inflation, slide 
show presentation and si-
lent auction. 

 5/19/2011 CLAS Educational Meeting 
Tom Smith followed by 
Business Meeting 

June 6/4/2011 Marsha Treacy, will present 
hands on tether presenta-
tion and slide show.  

 6/16/2011 Hartford-Brainard (HFD) 
Tower Tour, review of 
CLAS D airspace and radio 
communications. 

July 7/21/2011 CLAS Meeting 

August  8/20/2011 CLAS Picnic 

8/26-28/2011 Plainville Balloon Festival 
September  9/15/2011 Tom Crouch Senior Curator 

of Aeronautics at the Smith-
sonian Institution will pre-
sent a special presentation 
to CLAS at the New Eng-
land Air Museum. 

 9/22-24/2011 AOPA Aviation Summit in 
Hartford CT, CLAS is cur-
rently working with AOPA 
to perform Balloon Glow 
and also potential. 

October 10/20/2011 CLAS Meeting 

November 11/17/2011 CLAS Meeting 

December 12/10/2011 Santa Fly Out - Aqua Turf 
 12/15/2011 CLAS Holiday Celebration 

January 1/14/2012 Freeze Your Bums Flight 

 1/19/2012 CLAS Meeting 

 1/28/2012 CLAS Winter Dinner 

Do you know What..? 
 

Do you know what would happen 

if CLAS had no volunteers? 

 

You want to know how 

to get involved and  

volunteer with CLAS? 

Come to a meeting or 

contact a CLAS officer! 
 

The  Anderson Abruzzo Albuquerque  International Bal-
loon Museum would  like to display your Balloon Trad-
ing Card. 
 A new exhibition at the Balloon Museum about  Bal-
looning during the last 100 years to celebrate NM's 
statehood  centennial in 2012 is in  development. The 
cards will be displayed  as part of this exhibition. 
 

 We need four copies of each  balloon card. 
 

 Pilot Trading cards may be mailed to 
 Laurie  Magovern 
 Balloon Museum 
 9201 Balloon Museum Drive  NE 
 Albuquerque, NM 87113 
 Cards must be received by Friday, May 6. The  exhibi-
tion will open  May 22. 
PS A little late but still time!  

(Continued from page 3) 

each artifact, the total cost conserving this historic 
collection estimated to be around $12,000.00 USD 
The Cuthbert-Hodgson Collection-described  by J.L. 
Pritchard in the Society’s Journal in June 
1953 as: “...the oldest aeronautical collec-
tion in the world”-contains among its many 

treasures what are proba-
bly some of the few surviv-
ing tangible artifacts from 
Man’s pioneering voyages 
through the air. 

Right: Fragment of the balloon in 
which de Rozier made the first aerial 
flight, Paris, 21 November 1783. 



CONNECTICUT LIGHTER THAN AIR SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP APP LICATION 
 
 
 

The Connecticut Lighter Than Air Society is a club for anyone interested in learning about, participating in and improving the sport of ballooning. Pilots, 
crew, and enthusiasts alike are welcome and ALL can contribute to the safety, enjoyment and education of the sport. Meetings are scheduled during the 
months of Jan, Feb, Mar, April, May, June, July,  Sept, Oct, Nov and Dec on the third Thursday of the month at the Plainville Municipal building at 7:30 
pm. For more information, contact any of the officers listed inside this newsletter. 

CLAS 2011 dues are $20.00 for new and renewing members. 
Newsletter Subscription $ 15 
Pins $ 5. ($3 for members) 
Decals $ 2 ($1 for members) 
Landowner pins (members only) $ 21.90 (15 pins) 
CLAS T-Shirts $ 12. And up-Various Styles (Add $3.00 for shipping) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
NAME________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
ADDRESS____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
TELEPHONE Home__________________Work_____________________DATE OF BIRTH__________________ 
New member Renewing members 
Single $20____ Single $20____. 
Crew____ Student Pilot____ Private Pilot____. Commercial Pilot ____ 
BFA CAAP: Level __________ BFA PAAP Level__________ FAA WINGS Level______ 
Newsletter only___________ Pin _____Decal_____ Landowner pins _____T-Shirts. (S) ___(M) ___(L) ___ (XL) ___ 
BFA#_______________ Pilot Certificate # ____________________ E-Mail_______________________ 
Make checks payable to and Mail to: CLAS , PO Box 53, Southbury,CT 06488-0053 
The Scoop / CLAS 
PO Box 53 
Southbury, CT 06488-0053  

ALL Renewing members, could you please take a minute and complete an updated membership form so we can update club records! 

The Scoop / CLAS 
PO Box 53 
Southbury, CT 06488-0053 

 
WANTED  

 
Newsletter Editor  

 
for the Scoop!! 


